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Abstract: Plant phenology is changing because of recent global warming, and this change 

may precipitate changes in animal distribution (e.g., pests), alter the synchronization 

between species, and have feedback effects on the climate system through the alteration of 

biogeochemical and physical processes of vegetated land surface. Here, ground observations 

(leaf unfolding/first leaf separation of six deciduous tree species) and satellite-derived 

start-of-growing season (SOS) are used to assess how the timing of leafing/SOS in Western 

European deciduous forest responded to climate variability between 2001 and 2011 and 

evaluate the reliability of satellite SOS estimates in tracking the response of forest leafing 

to climate variability in this area. Satellite SOS estimates are derived from the Normalized 

Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) time series of the Moderate Resolution Imaging 

Spectroradiometer (MODIS). Temporal trends in the SOS are quantified using linear 

regression, expressing SOS as a function of time. We demonstrated that the growing season 

was starting earlier between 2001 and 2011 for the majority of temperate deciduous forests 

in Western Europe, possibly influenced by regional spring warming effects experienced 

during the same period. A significant shift of up to 3 weeks to early leafing was found in 

both ground observations and satellite SOS estimates. We also show that the magnitude 

and trajectory of shifts in satellite SOS estimates are well comparable to that of in situ 

observations, hence highlighting the importance of satellite imagery in monitoring leaf 

phenology under a changing climate. 
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1. Introduction 

Global warming is triggering changes in plant phenology [1–7] and it is feared that these changes 

may precipitate devastating changes in animal distribution (e.g., pests), alter the synchronization 

between species, and have feedback effects on the climate system through the alteration of biogeochemical 

and physical processes of vegetated land surface [8,9]. However, despite these conceivable but 

alarming consequences, we do not know where in space and time most intense phenological changes 

are happening. This is largely because in situ observations on plant phenology are lacking in many parts 

of the globe, and existing phenological observation networks, for example the Pan European Phenological 

Network (PEPN) [10] and United States of America National Phenology Network (USA-NPN) [11] 

only cover a handful of global terrestrial ecosystems. In a global context, these existing phenological 

observations only give a limited picture of how plant phenology is responding to global warming. 

Furthermore, ground observations on plant phenology from existing networks, i.e., USA-NPN, and 

PEPN are generally point-based observations covering only few selected individuals of some plant 

species. This data collection set-up makes extrapolation of phenological changes observed at individual 

or species level to the ecosystem level a more challenging exercise. Hence it becomes extremely 

difficult to use these observations to spatially and temporally quantify the feedback effects of the 

observed phenological shifts on biogeochemical and physical processes. 

In response to the challenges associated with in situ phenological observations, methods have been 

developed to extract phenological metrics, i.e., start-of-season (SOS), from the time series of satellite 

vegetation indices [12–14]. Although phenological information derived from satellite data, commonly 

referred to as land surface phenology (LSP) [15,16], is not identical to plant phenology, it is generally 

considered to be closely related [17–20]. Phenological metrics, i.e., SOS derived from time series of 

satellite vegetation indices are therefore used as proxy measures of plant phenology. In this paper we 

used the term phenology to refer to LSP.  

Phenological metrics derived from satellite data allow one to analyse for phenological shifts in a 

more temporally and spatially explicit way for example [19,21–25], and present the phenological 

changes at ecosystem/landscape level, hence addressing spatial limitation associated with in situ 

observations from phenological networks. It is for this reason satellite data are seen as an important 

and reliable information source that can help us to better understand how plant phenology is responding 

to global warming on a large scale [8]. However, we should, however, be careful when interpreting 

changes in plant phenology detected from satellite data because phenological metrics from satellite 

data can be highly inaccurate and temporally inconsistent with ground observations [19]. Amongst others, 

the accuracy of phenological metrics derived from satellite data in relation to in situ observations is highly 

depended on the method used to extract the metrics [19] and the heterogeneity of the landscape [26]. In 

some parts of USA, temporal trends (negative and positive) were only found in the satellite derived 

SOS ensemble metrics from two methods (HANTS and Midpointpixel) that produced relatively more 

accurate SOS metrics, but no trend was found in the ground observations [19]. Of recent, temporal 

trends were detected over China in the satellite SOS estimates [27,28], but no results were reported in 

regard to ground observations. However, a study focusing on leaf unfolding dates of broadleaf 

deciduous forest in Northern China found significant spatial and temporal correlations between ground 

observations and satellite SOS estimates [29], but temporal trend analysis on SOS was not done. Based 
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only on satellite SOS estimates, significant shifts in SOS of one to several months have been reported 

around the Andes Mountains in South America [30]. In Africa, significant trends in vegetation 

phenology have been documented in the Soudan region, though these trends were not validated with 

ground observations [31]. Based on satellite data, SOS were found to have advanced in  

Europe [32], but the results were not landcover type-specific. A global analysis of vegetation 

phenology shows that satellite-based phenological estimates provide realistic estimates of the several 

phenological events (e.g., SOS) [33], however in a global context the validation of satellite-based 

phenological estimates was based only on spatially limited network of phenological stations, and 

temporal phenological shifts were also not quantified. Lack of ground observations to validate the 

phenological changes detected from satellite-derived metrics will continue to cast uncertainty on the 

phenological changes detected from satellite data, and the use of multimethods to retrieve phenological 

metrics [19,28] is not likely to remove this uncertainty. Without in situ observations, it remains 

difficult to show that the phenological changes detected from satellite data are real changes, especially 

when it is not known if the method (e.g., Midpointpixel) being employed to extract phenological metrics 

is capable of producing metrics with phenological changes commensurate with that in in situ 

observations (e.g. leaf unfolding and first-leaves separation).  

As a way forward, we propose that one should first look at how phenological changes in satellite 

SOS estimates agree with the changes in the in situ observations at locations where in situ observations 

are available before applying the analysis to areas where no in situ observations exist. In this way, we 

can assess whether or not the method being employed to extract satellite SOS estimates is capable of 

producing metrics with phenological changes commensurate with that in in situ observations. This 

approach can increase our confidence in the phenological changes detected from satellite SOS estimates, 

though the classical point vs. pixel comparison problem remains eminent [19]. 

Clearly, in situ point observations and satellite SOS estimates are conceptually different measures 

of plant phenology. Leaf unfolding and first-leaves separation, which we used here, are phenological 

stages during when plants are opening/separating their leaves as part of leaf development stage, and as 

such they might not be spectrally detectable from space. Satellite SOS estimates, in our context, are 

approximations of time (in days) when NDVI has reached 50% of its maximum during the growing 

season. Data noise and smoothing can influence the maximum NDVI value at a particular pixel, and 

subsequently influence the SOS estimate. Under-story vegetation might start greening earlier than the 

trees, and this greening can be spectrally detectable, thus potentially influencing the SOS estimates. 

Furthermore we cannot claim that one or few phenological point observations falling within a pixel are 

somewhat representative of the phenology in a pixel. The focus should not be on establishing if in situ 

point observations and satellite SOS estimates are measuring a similar phenological event because 

these are two different measures. Instead, the focus should be to find out if the temporal trends of  

in situ point observations and satellite SOS estimates are similar. In this way, the analysis would not 

suffer from differences rooted in the conceptual meanings, measurement approaches and spatial scale 

of measurements between in situ point observations and satellite SOS estimates. However, in principle, 

satellite SOS estimates provide spatially and species-averaged information on the start of leafing [3]. 

Therefore, we can still refer to satellite SOS estimates and leaf unfolding/first-leaves separation 

observations as measures of SOS/leafing, but in the context of their respective meanings.  
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In this work, we investigated how the timing of leafing in western European deciduous  

forest responded to temperature variation between 2001 and 2011, and evaluated the reliability of 

satellite SOS estimates by comparing the temporal trends in satellite SOS estimates to that observed  

in in situ observations. We started by analysing temporal trends in the in situ observations of leaf 

unfolding/first-leaves separation of individual deciduous tree species, and satellite SOS estimates at 

pixels where point in situ observations on leaf unfolding/first leaves separation of individual deciduous 

tree species were available. We then applied the trend analysis on the satellite SOS estimates for the 

entire study area. Finally, we analysed for trends in air temperature to determine if the temperature 

dynamics between 2001 and 2011 support the results obtained from trend analysis in satellite SOS 

estimates and in situ observations. Satellite SOS estimates were extracted from the Normalized 

Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) time series of the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer 

(MODIS) using Midpointpixel method. Our overall goal was to assess how temperature variability is 

influencing the SOS in Western European deciduous forests, and to evaluate how well we can monitor 

this influence with MODIS images. By comparing trends in satellite SOS estimates to that in ground 

observations first at locations where in situ observations are available before applying the analysis 

method over the entire study area constitutes the novelty of our work. We focused on the deciduous 

forest because of its well-defined seasonality in leaf phenology which would serve well as a sort of 

barometer for change in climate. Leafing and SOS terms are used interchangeably in this paper to refer 

to ground observations and satellite SOS estimates.  

2. Materials and Methods 

2.1. Study Area and Data 

We assessed for temporal trends in the SOS of deciduous forests of Western Europe (55°N and 5°W 

and 42°N and 17°E) during the period of 2001 through 2011 to better understand how climate 

variability influenced the timing of forest’s leafing. The climate in the study area is largely temperate 

with the growing season (greening) starting mainly around April. Air temperature is one of the key 

factors controlling the timing of when the vegetation starts leafing in this area [1–3]. We selected the 

deciduous forest because of its well-defined seasonality in leaf phenology which would serve well as a 

sort of bio-indicator for change in climate. Figure 1 shows the distribution of deciduous forest in 

Western Europe. We chose Western Europe as our study area for two reasons. First, it is in the northern 

hemisphere where climatic warming was reportedly the highest between 1995 and 2006 [34]. Second, 

ground observations on phenological events are available and easily accessible, hence enabling for 

validation of satellite derived metrics. 

Deciduous forests were identified from CORINE landcover map of 2006. This land cover map with 

spatial resolution of 250 m × 250 m was sourced from The European Topic Centre on Land Use and 

Spatial Information [35].  
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Figure 1. Distribution of deciduous forest in Western Europe, and the phenological 

stations where phenological events used in this study were recorded. 

 

We used in situ observations sourced from the Pan European Phenological Database [36] and 

satellite SOS estimates derived from MODIS NDVI to assess for trends in the timing of deciduous 

forest leafing in Western Europe. In situ point observations on leaf unfolding/first leaves separation of 

six individual deciduous tree species (Alnus glutinosa, Betula pendula, Fagus sylvatica, Fraxinus 

excelsior, Larix decidua and Quercus robur) were used as measures of SOS and their trends were 

subsequently used to validate trends in the satellite SOS estimates. We focused on these species for 

two reasons. First, they were among the 20 dominant tree species in Europe [37]. Second, some of 

their phenological events particularly the leaf unfolding /first leaves separation were regularly recorded 

during the period of interest (2001–2011). Leaf unfolding was frequently recorded for all species except 

for Larix decidua. The frequently recorded phenological event for Larix decidua was the first leaves 

separation. Frequently recorded phenological events covering our study period were only available for 

Germany and Switzerland, thus limiting the validation only to deciduous forests in these countries. 

Figure 1 shows the location of 26 phenological stations where phenological events for deciduous tree 

species used in this study were recorded. Not all species were recorded at each of these stations. Out of 

26 stations, phenological events for Betula pendula were recorded at 23 of them; Alnus glutinosa at 15, 
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Fagus sylvatica at 20, Larix decidua at 25, Quercus robur at 17 and Fraxinus excelsior was recorded 

at 18 stations. The maximum number of species recorded per station was six.  

We also assessed for trends in air temperature to better understand and interpret the dynamics in the 

leafing of the deciduous forest. We used a gridded (0.25° × 0.25°) daily mean temperature dataset [38] 

sourced from the database of European Climate Assessment & Dataset Project [39] for this purpose. 

2.2. Estimating SOS from Satellite Data 

Satellite sensors, i.e., MODIS are designed to continuously record spectral radiances reflected by 

earth surface into space. When corrected for atmospheric influence, we can calculate spectral indices 

from these recorded spectral radiances which can then be used as reliable indicators of earth surface 

condition over time. Normalised Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI), calculated from red and near 

infrared (NIR) spectral radiances as (NIR − RED)/(NIR + RED) [40], is one of such indices. The value 

of NDVI ranges between −1 and 1 by design and is known to correlate positively and strongly with 

vegetation productivity [41]. As such, NDVI can be used as a good proxy measure of the start and the 

end of vegetation growing season. In this study, we extracted the SOS metrics from MODIS NDVI  

16-day composite (MOD13Q1) dataset covering the period of 2001 through 2011. This dataset is 

distributed with a spatial resolution of about 231.65 m × 231.65 m. MOD13Q1 contains NDVI and 

pixel reliability layers. We used NDVI data points with reliability of 0 and 1 in our analysis, and 

applied the respective quality flags to mask out data points of poor quality. However, the NDVI time 

series remained noisy, characterized by negative outliers which possibly are a result of factors such as 

cloud contamination, atmospheric scatter and snow effect but were not captured by data quality flags. 

As a remedial approach, we removed the negative NDVI outliers. The outliers were removed using 

Equation (1). Each outlier (x ) was replaced with the average value of its two immediate temporal 

neighbours −(x ) and (x ) if the differences between x  and	x , and x  and x  are less than  

−1% of x  and	x , respectively (Equation (1)). The −1% ensures that the chance of removing 

outliers which may be related to real fluctuations in the vegetation activity is minimized. x = 	 x 	 +	x2 	{if	x − x < −0.01x & x − x < −0.01x } (1)

Although outliers are removed, generally the NDVI time series remains noisy which is not ideal for 

estimation of SOS. We applied Savitzky-Golay filter to smoothen the NDVI time series of each pixel. 

Savitzky-Golay filter is commonly used to smooth the NDVI time series in order to reduce noise in the 

data (e.g., [42,43]).The smoothed NDVI time series (with 16-days interval) was then interpolated to 

daily values using the cubic spline method. The next step was to normalise the NDVI data points for 

each year, at each pixel separately based on Equation (2) [12,19]: 

NDVIratio = (NDVI − NDVImin)/(NDVImax − NDVImin) (2)

where NDVI is the NDVI value for each day in the time series of each pixel; NDVImax is the maximum 

NDVI value for such pixel during the growing season, and the NDVImin is the minimum NDVI value 

for such pixel, found between the beginning of growing season and the NDVImax. The NDVIratio values 

range between 0 and 1. Next we estimated SOS from MODIS NDVI time series for each year using 

Midpointpixel method [12,19].The SOS is the day of the year (DOY) between the first date in the time 

series and the date of the maximum NDVI in which the NDVIratio value first exceeds 0.5 [12,19]. 
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Based on the comparison of several SOS methods over North America, Midpointpixel method was 

found to produce SOS metrics more consistent with in situ observations than other methods [19]. The 

code used to extract the SOS metrics from MODIS NDVI is implemented in open-source software 

environment is freely available on request from the authors.  

2.3. Correlation Analysis 

Correlation analysis is a good measure of statistical relationships between random variables. In 

temperate regions, phenological events, especially the timing of leafing, are largely controlled by spring 

temperature [5,8] thus statistical relationships between temperature and the timing of leafing is 

expected. Here we use spearman correlation, a non-parametric measure of statistical dependence [44], 

to quantify statistical relationships between spring (March–May) temperature and the timing of leaf 

unfolding/first leaves separation of six individual deciduous tree species and satellite SOS estimates. 

Spearman correlation has been used in plant phenology studies to determine relationships between 

ground observations and satellite SOS estimates [19].We correlated pixel-based values of temperature 

with point-based in situ observations of leaf unfolding/first leaves separation across phenological 

stations and MODIS-pixel based SOS estimates. Because spring warming is known to lead to early 

leafing in temperate vegetation [2,3], a negative correlation between temperature and ground observations 

of leaf unfolding/first leaves separation and satellite SOS estimates is expected if there has been an 

increase in spring temperature. We also calculated the correlation between ground observations of leaf 

unfolding/first leaves separation and satellite SOS estimates. The correlation analysis between in situ 

observations of leaf unfolding/first leaves separation and satellite SOS estimates would give an 

indication of how accurate the satellite SOS estimates are. A positive correlation between ground 

observations of leaf unfolding/first leaves separation and satellite SOS estimates would therefore be 

expected if there is a good correspondence between these two phenological measures. However, we 

should be careful when using correlation as a measure of the accuracy for the satellite SOS estimates 

in relation to ground observations especially when we are correlating point-based observations with 

pixel-based estimates because the classical point vs. pixel comparison problem remains eminent [19]. 

For pixels where a point measurement is highly unrepresentative of the entire pixel, the correlation 

between point measurements and pixel-based estimates is likely to be minimal or even opposite  

of what would be expected. In our correlation analyses, we tested the significance of the correlation  

at 5% threshold.  

2.4. Trends Analysis 

Temporal shifts in the timing of phenological events can be estimated by means of trend analysis 

(e.g., [19]). Here we use simple linear model to assess for temporal shift in the timing of leaf 

unfolding/first leaves separation of six individual deciduous tree species, and satellite SOS estimates. 

We regressed the timing (in Julian days) of leaf unfolding/first leaves separation or satellite SOS 

estimates on time. We used the linear trend to determine if deciduous forests in Western Europe 

shifted the timing of leafing during the period of 2001 through 2011. A negative trend would be 

indicative of a shift to early leafing, and vice-versa. We evaluated the reliability of satellite SOS 

estimates by comparing the temporal trends in satellite SOS estimates to that observed in ground 
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observations. We carried out this evaluation by comparing the trend at the pixel level to that of 

corresponding point observations. At stations where more than one species were recorded, we analysed 

for a trend in the leafing of each species because we do not know the proportion of each of the species 

at the pixel corresponding to such station. In this way, we can determine if the trend in the leafing of 

all species recorded at such station agrees with the trend in satellite SOS estimates. Next, the trend 

analysis was applied to satellite SOS estimates covering the entire study area. We determined the 

magnitude of trend during the study period by multiplying the slope coefficient of the fitted model by 

the length of the time series. Because the shift to early leafing has been linked largely to climatic 

warming, especially in temperate regions [1,3], we assessed trends in air temperature also using simple 

linear model to better understand temperature dynamics during the study period. The mean temperature 

was regressed on time. Warming during study period should lead to early leafing. We adopted the 

approach used by NASA [45] to assess for trends in air temperature by focusing on mean annual 

temperature and mean temperatures for different seasons: winter (December–February), spring 

(March–May), summer (June–August), and autumn (September–November). Furthermore, the trend 

analysis was only done if there were at least 8 values in the time series in order to avoid testing for 

trends based on too few data points. For all trend analyses in this study, a trend was considered to be 

significant at 5% threshold. However, slope coefficients estimated using linear regression can be 

substantially influenced by one or few observations [46], potentially resulting in spurious trends. 

In our analysis, we also used Mann-Kendall trend test, a non-parametric methods which is known to 

be reliable and robust against non-normality and missing values [47,48] to quantify temporal trends in 

the timing of leafing and air temperature. The results from Mann-Kendall trend analysis were largely 

in agreement with that from linear regression analysis. Because we were also interested in expressing 

the phenological shifts in understandable unit of measurements (e.g., days), only results from linear 

regression are presented.  

3. Results 

3.1. Relationship between Ground Observations and Satellite SOS Estimates  

The timing of leaf unfolding/first leaf separation of six deciduous tree species was correlated to 

satellite SOS estimates using spearman’s rank correlation to determine the accuracy for the satellite 

SOS estimates in relation to ground observations. The correlation coefficients per phenological station 

are shown in Figure 2. Here we observe that satellite SOS estimates were only positively and significantly 

correlated (p < 0.05) to ground observations at few phenological stations. For all phenological stations, 

no significant negative correlation between satellite SOS estimates and ground observations was 

observed (Figure 2). Significant correlation between ground observations and satellite SOS estimates 

was mainly observed for the Alnus glutinosa, Betula pendula, Fagus sylvatica and Larix decidua. For 

each of all other species, the timing of leafing was only significantly correlated to satellite SOS 

estimates at one phenological station. 
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Figure 2. Spearman’s rank correlation between point-based observations of the timing of 

leaf unfolding/first leaf separation of six deciduous tree species and the corresponding 

MODIS pixel-based satellite SOS estimates in Western Europe during the period of  

2001–2011. The correlation coefficients are classified into two classes, significant or not 

significant, based on 5% threshold. 

 

3.2. Relationships between Ground Observations, Satellite SOS Estimates, and Spring Temperature 

Statistical relationships between the timing of leaf unfolding/first leaf separation of six deciduous 

tree species, satellite SOS estimates and spring temperature were quantified using spearman’s rank 

correlation. The correlations coefficients per phenological station are presented in Figure 3. Our results 

show that the timing of leaf unfolding/first leaf separation of six deciduous tree species was negatively 

and significantly correlated (p < 0.05) to spring temperature at most of phenological stations, except 

for Fraxinus excelsior of which the correlation was only significant at 33% of the stations. The timing 

of leaf unfolding/first leaf separation of all other species showed significant correlation to spring 

temperature at more than 50% of stations where the species were recorded. When not considering 

statistical significance, the ground observations of Betula pendula, Fagus sylvatica, Larix decidua, and 

Quercus robur were negatively correlated to spring temperature at all phenological stations (Figure 3). 

Satellite SOS estimates were also negatively and significantly correlated to spring temperature, but 

only at 27% of the pixels corresponding to phenological stations. However, when not considering 

statistical significance, correlation coefficients between satellite SOS estimates and spring temperature 

were negative at 25 out 26 of the pixels corresponding to phenological stations (Figure 3). At phenological 

stations, no significant positive correlation to spring temperature was recorded, both for ground 

observations and satellite SOS estimates.  
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Figure 3. Spearman’s rank correlation between point-based observations of the timing of 

leaf unfolding/first leaf separation of six deciduous tree species, satellite SOS estimates 

and corresponding pixel-based spring temperature in Western Europe during the period of 

2001–2011. The correlation coefficients are classified into two classes, significant or not 

significant, based on 5% threshold. 

 

3.3. Trends in SOS of Deciduous Forest 

In this study, we assessed for temporal shifts in the timing of leaf unfolding/first leaves separation 

of six individual deciduous tree species based on in situ observations. The results are presented in 

Figure 4 and are expressed as total number of days (days/(11 yr)) the timing of leaf unfolding/first 

leaves separation has shifted between 2001 and 2011. Days with a negative sign imply that species 

were leafing early. We find that all tree species we focused on did experience early leafing at more 

than 80% of phenological stations where they were documented, except for Larix decidua which 

recorded early leafing only at 52% of the stations. Across the phenological stations, and during entire 

study period, the shift to early leafing ranged from 2 to 16 days for Betula pendula, 1–17 days for 

Alnus glutinosa, 7–20 days for Fagus sylvatica, 1–21 days for Larix decidua, 2–15 days for Quercus 

robur, and Fraxinus excelsior experienced the shift to early leafing ranging from 2 to 26 days. Some 
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species experienced delayed leafing too, especially Larix decidua (Figure 4). When using a 5% 

significance threshold, we observe statistically significant shifts to early leafing in ground 

observations, but this pattern was mainly prevalent for Fagus sylvatica which recorded statistically 

significant shift to early leafing at about 55% of the phenological stations, followed by Fraxinus 

excelsior with 33%. All other tree species did experience statistically significant shift to early or later 

leafing at least at one of the phenological stations.  

Figure 4. Shift in the timing of leaf unfolding/first leaf separation of six deciduous tree 

species and the corresponding MODIS pixel-based satellite SOS estimates in Western 

Europe during the period of 2001–2011. The results are presented as total number of days 

the timing of leaf unfolding/first leaves separation/satellite SOS estimates have shifted 

between 2001 and 2011. Negative values imply a shift to early leafing. 

 

In the next step, we looked at how changes in satellite SOS estimates agree with the change in the 

in situ observations at locations where in situ observations are available. The SOS shifts at pixels 

corresponding to phenological stations are shown in Figure 4. For satellite SOS estimates, statistically 

significant shift to early SOS (p < 0.05) was only recorded at two phenological stations (ID: 2460 and 

ID: 5948). However, when statistical significance is not taken in account, more than 70% of pixels 
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corresponding to phenological stations have recorded negative slope coefficient (Figure 4). Generally, 

this pattern of high prevalence of negative slope coefficient observed from the trend analysis of 

satellite SOS estimates is largely similar to that of ground observations.  

In a final step, we applied the SOS trend analysis on the satellite SOS estimates over the entire 

study area. The results are presented in Figure 5. From this analysis, we observe that about 62.8% of 

pixels (deciduous forest) have recorded a negative slope coefficient suggestive of shift to early SOS 

during the period of 2001 through 2011, whereas 37.9% recorded a positive slope coefficient 

indicative of shift to later SOS. The remaining pixels (<0.5%) recorded a slope coefficient of zero. 

This high prevalence (62.8%) of negative slope coefficients in the satellite SOS estimates over the 

study area is in line with what has been observed in ground observations at phenological stations. 

When we tested if the slope coefficients were significantly different from zero at 5% threshold, we 

found only 6.3% of pixels (deciduous forest) to have experienced a negative trend in the SOS, and 

1.7% a positive trend. In the next section, we present the results for trend analysis in air temperature. 

Figure 5. Trends in satellite SOS estimates of Western European deciduous forest detected 

between 2001 and 2011 using simple linear model. The results are presented as total 

number of days the SOS shifted between 2001 and 2011.Negative values imply a shift to 

early leafing.  
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3.2. Trends in Air Temperature 

One needs to first understand the temporal dynamics of air temperature in order to better  

understand the changes in plant phenology for temperate regions. We analysed for temporal trends in air 

temperature over Western Europe where we studied phenological dynamics in SOS. Figure 6 shows 

the slopes of linear regression for annual air temperature and temperatures of different seasons (winter 

(December–February), spring (March–May), summer (June–August), and autumn (September–October) 

at pixels corresponding to phenological stations. The results are presented as total temperature change 

(increase/decrease) during the study period. Our results show that there was a widespread positive 

slope coefficients in air temperature at all pixels only during spring season, with other seasons either 

showing mainly a negative slope coefficients (e.g., summer and winter) or a combination of both negative 

and positive slope coefficients (e.g., autumn). All these slope coefficients were not statistically significant. 

Figure 6. Change in the annual mean air temperature and mean temperatures of different 

seasons detected at pixels corresponding to phenological stations in Western Europe during 

the period of 2001–2011 using a simple linear model. The change in temperature is 

expressed here as the total change in mean air temperature between 2001 and 2011. Positive 

values imply an increase in mean air temperature.  

 

Across the entire study area, we observe similar pattern in temperature dynamics as at the pixels 

corresponding to phenological stations (Figure 7) but also not statistically significant. The results 
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imply that, in our study area, the periods of March–May and September–October were generally getting 

warmer from 2001 through 2011, whereas June–August and December–February periods were getting 

colder. The annual mean temperature was confounded by both negative and positive slope coefficients 

proportionally. In temperate regions of Western Europe, the vegetation generally starts to green during 

the spring (March–May). We therefore observe that there was warming in Western Europe during the 

period which is critical for vegetation greening. At phenological stations, the increase in air temperature 

during spring ranged between 0.34 °C and 1.43 °C. Across the study area, the maximum warming 

during spring was about 4 °C.  

Figure 7. Change in annual mean air temperature and mean temperatures of different seasons 

detected over Western Europe during the period of 2001–2011 using a simple linear model. 

The change in temperature is expressed here as the total change in mean air temperature 

between 2001 and 2011. Positive values imply an increase in mean air temperature.  

 

4. Discussion 

Our analysis of ground observations show that the deciduous tree species we considered shifted the 

time of leafing during the period of 2001 through 2011. At some locations, we find that the tree species 

shifted their green-up date by 2–3 weeks during the entire study period. Apart from Larix decidua, the 

trees species mostly shifted the time of leafing in favour of early leafing. Larix decidua, a deciduous 

conifer tree species, showed shifts both to early and later leafing proportionally. Statistically significant 

shifts in the timing of leafing were mainly prevalent for Fagus sylvatica which recorded statistically 

significant shift to early leafing at about 55% of the phenological stations, followed by Fraxinus 
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excelsior with 33%. We attribute this early leafing to the increase in temperature experienced in the 

study area during spring season. Though not statistically significant, the increase in air temperature 

occurred during the period (March–May) which is critical for vegetation greening in temperate 

regions. We attribute statistically insignificant trend in air temperature to short time series we used 

thus reducing the power to detect significant changes in temperature. Our correlation analysis, however, 

showed that the timing of leafing was significantly correlated to spring temperature, and the correlation 

was largely negative thus suggesting that as the spring temperature was increasing between 2001 and 

2011 the deciduous trees were leafing early. Our findings are in agreement with other studies [1,3,49] 

that plants are now leafing early in Europe because of warming observed in the northern hemisphere in 

recent years [34]. In Europe, larger shifts in leaf unfolding of species occur in areas which exhibit a 

stronger warming in the preceding month [50], and Fagus sylvatica is known to show negative trends 

in leaf unfolding strongly matching the pattern of temperature increase in March [50], thus highlighting 

the sensitivity of this species to spring temperature changes. We notice from our results that using only 

annual temperature to determine whether or not warming has occurred at a particular location could 

conceal important inter-seasonal temperature dynamics. Such concealment could lead to misinterpretation 

of important changes observed in plant phenology.  

Though ground observations provide us with more reliable information on how plant phenology is 

responding to changes in the climate [50,51], they do not however give spatially explicit information 

of where phenological changes are occurring due to limited spatial coverage. We evaluated the reliability 

of satellite SOS estimates in tracking the response of forest leafing to changes in the climate by 

comparing the temporal trends in satellite SOS estimates to that observed in in situ observations. Our 

results show that a shift to early leafing observed in ground observations was reflected in the satellite 

SOS estimates of MODIS pixels corresponding to the phenological stations, despite the fact that field based 

phenology measurements are conceptually different from satellite based phenology measurements [19]. 

Clearly, as our results demonstrate, satellite SOS estimates can provide meaningful information about 

the shifts in leaf phenology, with the magnitude of change comparable to that observed at individual 

plant level. Our results are therefore a step towards addressing the uncertainty of whether or not the 

phenological changes detected from satellite images are indeed commensurate with changes in ground 

observations. To this end, our results give important insights regarding the monitoring of shifts in leaf 

phenology using satellite images, and re-emphasize the potential of remote sensing for wall-to-wall 

monitoring of leaf phenology under a changing climate [8].  

Across the entire study area and based on satellite SOS estimates, we found only 6.3% of pixels 

(deciduous forest) to have experienced a negative trend in the SOS, and 1.7% a positive trend. When 

using ensemble SOS estimates derived from NDVI time series from the Global Inventory Modelling 

and Mapping Studies Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer NDVIg dataset estimated using 

HANTS-FFT and Midpointpixel algorithms, [19] found trends only in about 12% of North America 

with co-occurrence of both early and later SOS. Therefore, our findings are in line with the findings of 

White et al. [19]. From ground observations, we observe that Larix decidua showed a shift to both 

early and later leafing, with later leafing even at locations where other species showed an early leafing 

(Figure 4). These SOS dynamics in Larix decidua show similar pattern we observed in satellite SOS 

estimates. Shifts in SOS based on satellite SOS estimates are widely reported in many parts of the 

globe [17,19,24,25,27,28,52,53], of which some studies documented co-occurrence of early and late 
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SOS [19,27], but factors driving these antagonistic SOS dynamics remain poorly understood. The  

co-occurrence of early and late SOS in our study area despite widespread positive trend in air 

temperature during spring season therefore remains a subject of further research. There are however 

many candidate factors that could explain the co-occurrence of positive and negative trends in SOS in 

a particular area. For example, co-occurrence of positive and negative trends in SOS can be a result  

of differences in local conditions [50], i.e., topography. Topographical variations can result into 

microclimate [51,52] and because the air temperature data set we used was created by interpolating 

sparse point observations [38], it is possible that air temperature has been underestimated or  

over-estimated at some locations, especially in mountainous areas—hence affecting the magnitude of 

the temperature trend derived at such pixels. As such, it is possible that some areas did not experience 

warming as our results suggest. Some tree species (e.g., Larix decidua) are known to change their 

timing of leafing by 3–4 days per 100 m elevation, with leaves appearing early at lower elevations [53]. 

This altitudinal influence on the timing of leafing in Larix decidua may also explain partly the  

co-occurrence of early and late SOS in our study area. Landcover map accuracy is another issue. Some 

pixels might have been misclassified as deciduous forest, when they are indeed composed of different 

landcover types (e.g., forest and cropfields). In addition, here we compared the timing of leafing for 

individual species to a pixel-based SOS estimate, but species composition can also influence the 

statistical relationship between ground observations and satellite SOS estimates. SOS estimates at 

pixels where there are several different species which green-up at different times could show low 

correlation with ground observations of individual species. Furthermore, estimating temporally consistent 

SOS for areas where anthropogenic influences (e.g., mowing, crop rotation and irrigation) are 

continuously occurring may be challenging, and the trends derived on such areas might amount to 

noise—and not to real trends induced by climatic warming. Including improved landcover maps in the 

analysis when assessing changes in leaf phenology using remote sensing would be crucial in future studies. 

As indicated before, temporal trends in the timing of leafing were estimated by means of linear 

regression, thus enabling us to easily express the shifts in understandable unit of measurements (days). 

However, slope coefficients estimated using linear regression can be substantially influenced by one or 

few observations [46], potentially resulting in spurious shifts. As a way to ensure that the shifts we 

observed are not spurious, we also used Mann-Kendall trend test (results not shown) which is known 

to be reliable and robust against non-normality and missing values [47,48] to quantify the trends in 

ground observations, satellite SOS estimates and air temperature. We found about 95% agreement in 

terms of change trajectory between Mann-Kendall trend and linear regression results, hence confirming 

that there were indeed changes in air temperature and the timing of leafing in Western European 

deciduous forests between 2001 and 2011.  

Shifts in phenological phases have global and regional impacts on the climate system via feedback 

mechanisms of surface albedo, CO2 fluxes and evaporation [50]. There is therefore a need to represent 

phenology in global biosphere models correctly if we are to improve our understanding of temporal 

and spatial global carbon dynamics. Our results show that we can extract SOS estimates from satellite 

data with temporal dynamics similar to that of in situ observations (e.g., leaf unfolding and first-leaves 

separation). As such, we can use satellite data to evaluate the performance of global biosphere models 

in simulating temporal dynamics of plant phenology under a changing climate especially in parts of the 
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globe where ground phenological observations are lacking in order to improve our understanding of 

global carbon dynamics. 

Although our results provide spatially detailed information on how deciduous forests in Western 

Europe are responding to climate variability, we used time series data which are only a decade-long, 

probably too short to capture changes which are a result of climate change. Also, event such as SOS 

tend to show high interannual variability [19], therefore an 11-year SOS record might be too short for 

detecting robust trends, and this short time series might have affected the statistical significance our 

results because small sample size can reduce the power to detect statistical significance. As we found 

shifts of up to 3 weeks, these shifts are somewhat larger when compared to those reported by other 

studies, for instance Stockli & Vidale [32] and Menzel et al. [3], which used much longer time series. 

However, shifts in spring arrival in this study area are known to show decadal variations, with large 

shifts recorded during the 1980s and almost no shifts in the 1990s [32]. It is therefore possible that 

using longer time series covering different decades could lead to a weaker trend in SOS when 

compared to a decade-longer data. But longer time series are important in diagnosing if the shifts are 

sustained over time or not. Therefore, the shifts we observed in the leaf phenology of the Western 

European deciduous forest should be interpreted in the context of short-term variation in the climate, 

and not in the context of sustained change in the climate. However, though based on shorter time 

series, the shifts we observed are still important in the context of global change because they can 

trigger a chain of feedbacks in the climate system and might contribute to long term changes in animal 

distribution (e.g., pests) synchronization between species [8,9].  

As the time series of MODIS images become longer, it will play a key role in understanding how 

various vegetation types are responding to changes in the climate. Many studies use data from 

AVHRR sensor to study leaf/surface phenology, for example [19,27,28], probably because of a longer 

time series spanning over three decades thus providing a long record of vegetation conditions ideal to 

study the long-term effect of climate variability on vegetation phenology. However, for highly fragmented 

ecosystems/landscapes, i.e., in Western Europe, vegetation type-specific studies are generally 

challenging to undertake when using data from AVHRR sensor because the pixel is always likely to be 

composed of more than one landcover type. Thus, the problem of mixed-pixel effects due to different 

land cover types within one pixel is inevitable, potentially resulting in less temporally consistent SOS 

estimated at that pixel. Data from moderate to high spatial resolution satellite sensors (e.g., MODIS, 

Landsat) will therefore continue to play a key role in providing new insights about leaf phenology 

under a changing climate, especially in highly fragmented ecosystems. Moreover, with the advent of 

future new satellites like Proba-V, Sentinel constellation and the Landsat 8, the proof of concept 

demonstrated here can be applied to further study the effects of climate change on plant phenology. 

However, harmonised in situ observations of phenological events are also critically needed to improve 

the validation of satellite SOS estimates.  

5. Conclusions  

We demonstrated here that the growing season was starting earlier between 2001 and 2011 for 

majority of temperate deciduous forests in Western Europe, possibly influenced by regional spring 

warming effects experienced during the same period. We found a significant shift (p < 0.05) to early 
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start-of-season (SOS) of up to 3 weeks both in ground observations and satellites SOS estimates. For 

ground observations, shift to early leafing was mainly prevalent for Fagus sylvatica which recorded 

statistically significant shift to early leafing at about 55% of the phenological stations, followed by 

Fraxinus excelsior with 33%. We showed that ground observations and satellite SOS estimates were 

negatively correlated (p < 0.05) to spring temperature at phenological stations. We evaluated the 

reliability of satellite SOS estimates in tracking the response of forest leafing to climate variability by 

comparing the temporal shift in satellite SOS estimates to that observed in situ observations. Although 

field based phenology measurements are conceptually different from satellite based phenology 

measurements, we illustrated the potential to assess changes in leaf phenology from space using 

satellite data by showing that the magnitude and trajectory of shifts in satellite SOS estimates are 

comparable to that in in situ observations. However, satellite SOS estimates may conceal significant 

shift in the SOS occurring at individual species level. We discussed and highlighted the importance of 

using high spatial and temporal resolutions when studying the shifts in start of the growing season 

from space, especially in highly fragmented ecosystems to minimize the mixed-pixel problem. With 

the advent of currently launched Proba-V and future Sentinel-2 and 3 satellites high temporal and 

spatial resolution data will become available and contribute to a more accurate SOS estimation by 

eliminating mixed land cover type effects.  
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